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Patients, Publics, and the Animal Research Nexus
Biomedical research is increasingly expected to be open and transparent, to translate laboratory
findings into new drugs and treatments for humans and animals, and to engage the publics and
patients who stand to benefit from these developments.
These demands are leading to new forms of patient and public involvement across healthcare and
clinical science. Patient and public involvement in basic and animal research is less well established. It
raises practical questions for practitioners, can be a challenging experience for participants, and may
change understandings around animal research in unexpected ways.
Our work seeks to understand how patients, publics, and practitioners can engage meaningfully
around animal research. We are studying current participation activities, listening to challenges,
exploring future opportunities, gathering evidence, and will be sharing emerging good practice.

We value your additions to: 1) the sites we are exploring, 2) the emerging
opportunities for involvement, and 3) your reflections on the implications of growing
patient and public involvement across the animal research nexus.

Encountering animal research
We are tracing the ways in which people affected by health
conditions are encountering animal research to understand their
experiences. Our work includes taking part in and talking to people
involved in:
• Patient tours at animal facilities like MRC Harwell (pictured above)
and public engagement events at the MRC Brain Network
Dynamics Unit at the University of Oxford (pictured below)
• Medical research charities and supporters who are funding
scientists and seeking to represent patient voices in research
• Academic and commercial scientists who are working to integrate
patient involvement in their research practices
• People affected by health conditions whose interests, or
treatments, are bringing them into contact with animal research

Emerging involvement opportunities
Involvement also has potential scientific and social consequences.
We are interested in how people affected by health conditions
might contribute to biomedical research practices and the
outcomes of animal research through:

“Parkinson's disease is thought of
as a motor disorder, a movement
problem. But the charity asked its
membership, “What are your top
ten priorities?” Up at the top were
things like anxiety and stress”
(senior university researcher)

Establishing
research
priorities

Informing study
design

“The kinds of things that you can think about
are: Are they dosing at a dose that you could
think of translating to a human equivalent that
would be realistic? Are they thinking about
what route of administration would you be
giving it in humans” (senior university
researcher)

Selecting animal
models

Moving into
clinical trials

Changing social
contracts around
animal research
These encounters are part of a complex emotional landscape
around the animal research nexus. Our research is exploring how
involvement can be organised so that it is sensitive to the diverse
experiences of participants, researchers, and others involved.

“Patients should be and can be
involved throughout. If it’s a
piece of clinical research that’s
been developed from animals,
that hasn’t addressed the right
need or used the right model,
then obviously your clinical
research will be affected.”
(medical research charity
representative)
“We were infusing the protein into the
muscles of the animals for a month after
stroke. [The clinician] challenged me on it:
why would you choose a month, because in
practical terms it's really hard to run a
clinical trial like that, as the majority of our
patients discharged in 2 weeks?” (midcareer university researcher)

“How public views might change
when the ‘cost’ of animal research
can be assigned on a more
individual disease basis?” (MRC
presentation to the Animal
Research Nexus group)
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